3D reconstruction of 2D fluorescence histology images and registration with in vivo MR images: application in a rodent stroke model.
To validate and add value to non-invasive imaging techniques, the corresponding histology is required to establish biological correlates. We present an efficient, semi-automated image-processing pipeline that uses immunohistochemically stained sections to reconstruct a 3D brain volume from 2D histological images before registering these with the corresponding 3D in vivo magnetic resonance images (MRI). A multistep registration procedure that first aligns the "global" volume by using the centre of mass and then applies a rigid and affine alignment based on signal intensities is described. This technique was applied to a training set of three rat brain volumes before being validated on three normal brains. Application of the approach to register "abnormal" images from a rat model of stroke allowed the neurobiological correlates of the variations in the hyper-intense MRI signal intensity caused by infarction to be investigated. For evaluation, the corresponding anatomical landmarks in MR and histology were defined to measure the registration accuracy. A registration error of 0.249 mm (approximately one in-plane voxel dimension) was evident in healthy rat brains and of 0.323 mm in a rodent model of stroke. The proposed reconstruction and registration pipeline allowed for the precise analysis of non-invasive MRI and corresponding microstructural histological features in 3D. We were thus able to interrogate histology to deduce the cause of MRI signal variations in the lesion cavity and the peri-infarct area.